Creating Timers in Blueprint
Timers can be super useful when you want something to happen, based on an event, but you may want to delay when that action
occurs. In this Tech Tip, we will walk through an example of automatically turning lights on based on a security event, maybe a door
is opened, or a motion detector senses motion, then turning the lights off 10 minutes after the security system ‘returns to normal’,
that is the door is closed, or no more motion is detected. This timer will also automatically restart the timer, if the door is opened, or
motion is detected again.
We will start with creating a User State Variable to keep track
of the delayed time for when the light should turn off.

In this example, we have created a User Defined Variable named “Timer Var” that is a ‘string’ type, capable of storing a long string of
information, like time and date. You could put in an initial value the the variable would have after a host reboot, or a new
configuration is uploaded, but that is not needed in this example.

Make sure to generate services (have a Green circle in the State indicator in your main toolbar in Blueprint) and save your config
before moving to the next step to ensure our new State Variable is available to use in the workflows.

Next, you will need to create 2 workflows.
-One, for setting the amount of time that you want the action delayed by
(in seconds)
-Two, for clearing the timer once the delay/action has happened.
You will need to be in the View Services screen, choose the zone where
you want to create the workflows, select General Programmable
Workflows from the list of realized services, then make sure to click on
Service Requests in the upper right-hand pane.
To create a new workflow, click the plus box and type a name for your
workflow. For this example, create one called “Set Timer” and another
one called “Clear Timer”

At this time, you can create additional workflows for any other actions that you want to have happen. In this example, we are
turning on lights when triggered by the security system, a door or a motion sensor, and then turning off lights after the delay that we
will be creating.
Once we have created the workflows, we need to determine what they will do. Double click on the workflows to open them up in
Automator, the program that Savant uses to define the action(s) within a workflow. Once in Automator, from the left column, click
on Other to filter to just Savant related items.
Once we have created the workflows, we need to determine what they will do. Double click
on the workflows to open them up in Automator, the program that Savant uses to define
the action(s) within a workflow. Once in Automator, from the left column, click on Other to
filter to just Savant related items.
Then, from e middle column, the action you want to select is Savant State Setter.

You will choose userDefined for the State Scope and if you remembered to save your config
before editing your workflows, the User Variable that you created, in this case “Timer Var”
will be available from the State Name Drop down menu.

For the Set Time WF, with a 10 minute delay, it should look like the following:

The State Setter action allows us to set or adjust values of ‘states’. In this example we are creating a new time and date value of the
Current Time plus 600 seconds, or whatever number is entered into the State Value field. This becomes the ‘timer’ time, or when to
activate our triggered event.

For the Clear Timer WF, it should look like the following:

This sets our User Variable to a value that has no time relevance so it will not trigger any events to happen.
Our actions for lighting could be based on Savant App Scenes. This can be set up either in Automator or right within the trigger page.
We would create one for Lights On and also one for Lights Off
When activating a Savant App Scene within Automator, the WF should look like this (you will need to add the User and SceneName
arguments manually with the + box).

(You must choose a zone, it doesn’t matter which one; and the service is: Zone-HostName--1-SVC_GEN_GENERIC)

To activate a Scene directly from triggers, it will look like this:
Open the SRS window, navigate to the Service tab, select General Programmable Services in any zone, then drag SendSavantScene
into the ‘then’ section of the trigger window.

Now it’s time to put it all together:
From either the View Services screen, or the main Blueprint window, click on the Alarm Clock icon that says Review Triggers.
If this is the first trigger in the config, click the plus circle next to
default.

If there is already a trigger, click the plus next to the existing
trigger

Step 1 – Create the first trigger to on the lights when a zone is tripped on the security system:
In order to find the state values and the actions that we want to use in our triggers, we need to open up the SRS window, or
Services, Request and States to locate the correct items. To open up the SRS window, click the ‘play’ triangle in the box in the
bottom right of the Trigger window, next to Cancel.

Once the SRS Window is open you will need to locate the proper states and requests or workflows based on the desired scenario.

For the first trigger, we will grab CurrentZoneStatus from your Security System, drag that into the “if (rules)” which will also put that
state into the “When any of these states change….” Field. Lastly, make sure to fill in the right Zone # by expanding the triangle to the
left of the state and double clicking the value column on the same row as Device Number:

In order to make sure this trigger activates (turns on the lights) at the right time, we also need to populate the value that the
security system feeds back to the host when a zone is tripped. It could say Open, tripped, fault, etc. But you can easily verify this
value by searching in System Monitor -> System State.

The last step is to select the action which goes into the ‘then” section of the trigger. In this case, since we are activating a Savant App
Scene,

Step 2 – Create the second trigger to start the timer when the zone returns to normal status:

This timer will also ‘auto reset’ if there is additional motion, or the zone is tripped, then returns to normal again.
The timer can be tracked in System Monitor, under the userDefined.[variable name] field:

By watching this state in System Monitor -> System State (search in the upper right for “user”) you can watch the Timer Var change each time
the security system is tripped and returned to ‘normal’, restarting the 10 minute timer each time.
The state variable CurrentTime should only be used as a monitored state within a State Trigger in cases where absolute, second-by-second
accuracy is required. In such cases it should be understood that the heavy use of Host processing resources required to support this
configuration could potentially cause other issues. CurrentMinute should be used in most cases.
Step 3 – Create the trigger to execute the desired action once the timer has expired. We add the Clear timer action to ‘reset’ the timer to be no
value so that it is ready for the next time the timer will be activated. The 5 [seconds] in the After Delay column indicates that this action will
happen 5 seconds after the current time equals, in this example, 600 seconds after the time that the security zone returned to ‘normal’ status.
The Override check box must be checked for the delay to be implemented.

Notes:
1.) To set the Current time as the value for Time Var, drag global.CurrentTime from SRS into the value field
2.) If setting up multiple actions with delays, the after delay value always starts from ‘0’, so if you want a second delayed event to happen 5
seconds after the previous one, which was already delayed by 5 seconds, you would set the After Delay value to ‘10’.

